Publish in the Canadian Historical Review
The Canadian Historical Review, Canada’s pre-eminent journal of Canadian history, is dedicated to
publishing original scholarship of the highest scholarly standards in French and English. CHR welcomes
articles from academics at any stage of their career, from Canada and beyond, to explore any aspect or
period of Canadian history. We invite a broad range of topics, perspectives, and interpretive frameworks
that offer an analysis of the ideas, people, and events that have molded Canadian society and its
institutions into their present state. Comparative and transnational approaches to understanding
Canada’s past are also welcome.
The CHR publishes standard, full-length articles based on primary research. The publication time frame
for articles submitted to the CHR is approximately thirteen months. Articles published in the CHR will
automatically be considered for the journal’s annual ‘Best Article’ prize. Please submit your manuscript
for any of the categories listed below:
Articles: Articles should be no more than 10,000 words in length with a maximum of 100 footnotes.
CHR Forum: Forum articles depart from the regular CHR article format as depicted above. These articles
can be based on secondary rather than primary sources, and they can be historiographical or opinion
pieces. To view the complete guidelines for submitting to The Forum, click here.
Research Notes and Comments: CHR also welcomes the work of scholars in disciplines other than
history who write about Canada from a historical perspective and use historical research methods. To
view an example, see the Notes and Comments in volume 75, issue 4 (http://dx.doi.org/10.3138/CHR075-notes). Authors who wish to submit a research note or comment should follow CHR’s submission
guidelines.
Book Reviews: To be considered to contribute a book review to CHR, please sign up on PRESTO, our
automated bilingual peer review management system. Sample book reviews can be viewed in volume
94, issue 4 (http://dx.doi.org/10.3138/chr.94.4.593) and Book Review Guidelines can be viewed here.

All manuscripts should be submitted as Microsoft Word files and should follow CHR’s complete
submission guidelines. All articles should include brief abstracts of 250–350 words, a list of 5–7
keywords, and a biographical statement for each author. For detailed information on submitting a
manuscript to the Canadian Historical Review, please consult the Authors/Reviews section. For guidance
on preparing your manuscript for submission, consult UTP’s Author Resource Kit:
http://digital.utpjournals.com/t/35611.
All Canadian Historical Review manuscripts are submitted online through our online peer review
management system PRESTO. http://chr.presto.utpjournals.com/jmanager/users/login.

